Trucks for life.
A guide to the Isuzu truck range

From the world’s leading commercial vehicle
diesel engine manufacturer.
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Join the
Isuzu family.
When you step into an Isuzu truck, you’re entering a world of innovation and experiencing a heritage that stretches back further than
any other Japanese vehicle manufacturer. The engineers at the heart of our company have invested thousands of hours of research and
development into engineering a range of light commercial vehicles that meets the needs of all customers, no matter what their operation
or how large or small their business.
Every Isuzu truck that comes off the production line in our Fujisawa plant is designed to help you improve efficiency and reliability while
reducing operating costs. Simply put, our trucks truly are built around the people who matter most: our customers.
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Driven by 100 years
of Japanese innovation.
Since being founded in 1916, Isuzu has continually been at the forefront of truck evolution, introducing several iconic models
now renowned for their build quality, outstanding performance and reliability. As a result of Isuzu’s mission to become the global
leader in commercial vehicles, companies in over 120 countries now rely upon Isuzu trucks to carry out their day-to-day business
operations. In the United Kingdom, Isuzu Truck UK has been serving Isuzu customers since 1996.
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The right truck
for your industry.
Companies of all sizes, across many different industries, trust our trucks to help grow their businesses.
Whatever your trade, we’ve got a truck to help you build and grow for years to come.
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Building. Whether you need a 3.5t

Landscaping. Landscape gardening

Recovery. As one of the first industries

Haulage. Whether you need to deliver

tipper or a 7.5t dropside for your building

and arboriculture companies large and

to truly embrace Isuzu vehicles in the

pallets, plant equipment or refrigerated

business, we’ve got a truck to suit your

small trust our trucks to help grow their

UK, the recovery sector has always

goods, we’ll help you find a truck that

requirements. Our most popular pre-

businesses. If it’s reliability and payload

been close to our heart. From day one

suits your requirements. With a range of

bodied vehicles are available to drive

capacity you need for your everyday

we’ve worked with recovery operators to

payload efficient chassis specifications

away from your local dealership.

operations, you can rely on Isuzu.

ensure that our vehicles enable them to

available, our vehicles will help you get

work as safely and efficiently as possible.

the job done in as few trips as possible.

Overview 3.5t to 6.5t.

3.5 tonne

5.5/6.5 tonne

The award-winning Isuzu Grafter is one tough little truck. Available in a

If you have an Operator’s Licence and are looking for a truck with more

number of different configurations to suit your business, the Grafter

payload capacity, a 5.5t or 6.5t Isuzu could be just the job for you. A

excels when it comes to efficiency and reliability.

heavy duty truck that’s the ideal step up from a light commercial vehicle.

Model:

N35.125

N35.150

Model:

N55.150

N65.150

Gross Vehicle Weight:

3,500kg

3,500kg

Gross Vehicle Weight:

5,500kg

6,500kg

Max Gross Train Weight:

7,000kg*

7,000kg

Gross Train Weight:

9,000kg

10,000kg

Transmission:		

Manual or Automatic

Manual or Easyshift

Transmission:		

Manual

Manual or Easyshift

150PS

Engine:		 150PS

Engine:		 120PS
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150PS

Capacity:		

1.9 litre diesel

3.0 litre diesel

Capacity:		

3.0 litre diesel

3.0 litre diesel

Cab Colour:		

White or Grey

White

Cab Colour:		

White

White

* 6,000kgs for Automatic transmission

Overview 7.5t to 13.5t.

7.5 tonne

11/13.5 tonne

Available with either a 3.0 litre, 150PS engine for town and city driving, or

The compact cab and low chassis design of our 11t and 13.5t trucks

a 5.2 litre, 190PS engine for regular main road and motorway journeys,

means they’re often mistaken for 7.5 tonners. But a ‘big truck’ interior

our N75 is the truck of choice for a wide range of companies across

– complete with our Easyshift automatic transmission – and impressive

numerous different industries.

payload allow these vehicles to punch well above their weight.

Model:

N75.150

N75.190

Model:

F110.240

F135.240

Gross Vehicle Weight:

7,500kg

7,500kg

Gross Vehicle Weight:

11,000kg

13,500kg

Max Gross Train Weight:

11,000kg

11,000kg

Gross Train Weight:

14,500kg

17,000kg

Transmission:		

Manual or Easyshift

Manual or Easyshift

Transmission:		

Manual or Easyshift

Easyshift

190PS

Engine:		 240PS

Engine:		 150PS
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240PS

Capacity:		

3.0 litre diesel

5.2 litre diesel

Capacity:		

5.2 litre diesel

5.2 litre diesel

Cab Colour:		

White

White

Cab Colour:		

White

White

Model Features.

3.5 tonne

MODELS IN THIS RANGE: N35.125 | N35.150 | GRAFTER | GRAFTER BLUE

INNOVATIVE
PAYLOAD
PERFORMANCE

3 YEAR UNLIMITED
MILEAGE
WARRANTY*

AWARD-WINNING
CUSTOMER CARE
PROGRAMME

24 HOUR
EMERGENCY
ASSISTANCE

The 3.5t Grafter is a light truck that’s more than capable of
handling a busy workload. Builders, landscape gardeners,
arborists and other contractors rely on the Grafter to pull its
weight on site day in, day out, and its performance more than
lives up to its name. The Grafter is so popular, in fact, that it has
been named Best Builders’ Truck eight years in a row by leading
commercial vehicle publication Trade Van Driver.
There are two models in the Grafter range: the 1.9 litre, 120PS
Grafter (N35.125), and the 3.0 litre, 150PS Grafter Blue
(N35.150). Both trucks come with single or twin rear wheels,
are capable of towing 3.5 tonnes and are available with 		
short lead times as part of our Driveaway range.
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Model Features.
Aerodynamic
Hexapod cab

3,500kgs towing
capacity on manual
gearbox only

Manual and
Automatic
gearbox options

Durable
chassis

Keyless entry and
immobiliser
11

120PS or 150PS
engine

3.5 tonne

Dual airbags

Model Features.

5.5/6.5 tonne
MODELS IN THIS RANGE: N55.150 | N65.150

INNOVATIVE
PAYLOAD
PERFORMANCE

3 YEAR UNLIMITED
MILEAGE
WARRANTY*

AWARD-WINNING
CUSTOMER CARE
PROGRAMME

24 HOUR
EMERGENCY
ASSISTANCE

For customers who need more payload but still want the
compact cab and body design of our award-winning Grafter
range, a 5.5t or 6.5t truck could be the answer. Popular with
arborists, breweries and local authorities, our N55 and N65
models offer a step up in payload carrying capacity without
the extra size and weight normally associated with larger
trucks. The N55 even has a narrow cab option, while the N65
comes with either a standard manual gearbox or our popular
Easyshift automated transmission.
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Model Features.
Dual airbags

3,500kgs
towing
capacity
Manual and
Easyshift
gearbox options

Heavy duty
chassis

Keyless entry and
immobiliser
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150PS engine

5.5 / 6.5 tonne

Aerodynamic
Hexapod cab

Model Features.

7.5 tonne
MODELS IN THIS RANGE: N75.150 | N75.190

INNOVATIVE
PAYLOAD
PERFORMANCE

3 YEAR UNLIMITED
MILEAGE
WARRANTY*

AWARD-WINNING
CUSTOMER CARE
PROGRAMME

24 HOUR
EMERGENCY
ASSISTANCE

We are proud to be market leaders in a number of key sectors
at 7.5 tonnes, including the recovery sector, which has
always been close to our heart. For the last two decades our
7.5 tonners have offered UK operators outstanding payload
carrying capacity combined with unbeatable reliability, making
them ideal for distribution, local delivery, plant hire and a
number of other weight-critical applications.
Our N75 Forward range includes standard day cab and crew
cab versions of our popular 5.2 litre N75.190 truck, as well as
manual and Easyshift options. For customers who carry out
low mileage, urban deliveries, the N75.150, which features a
more efficient 3.0 litre engine, may be a better option.
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Model Features.
Aerodynamic
Hexapod cab

3,500kgs
towing
capacity
Manual and
Easyshift
gearbox options

Heavy duty
chassis

Low cab height
for easy access
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Keyless entry and
immobiliser

150PS or 190PS
engine

7.5 tonne

Dual airbags

Model Features.

11/13.5 tonne
MODELS IN THIS RANGE: F110.240 | F135.240

INNOVATIVE
PAYLOAD
PERFORMANCE

3 YEAR UNLIMITED
MILEAGE
WARRANTY*

AWARD-WINNING
CUSTOMER CARE
PROGRAMME

24 HOUR
EMERGENCY
ASSISTANCE

Our F-Series 11t and 13.5t trucks offer ‘big truck’
performance with a ‘small truck’ footprint. Even with their
higher payload capacities, these trucks can still operate in
the most demanding of locations. Our 11 tonner is well suited
to tipper and beavertail operations, but still benefits from a
compact cab and lower chassis design for driver comfort.
At 13.5 tonnes, we offer an Easyshift vehicle that’s ideal for
scaffolders and box or curtainside applications.
Both our 11t and 13.5t trucks are the ideal step up from our
N-Series vehicles, offering a lightweight option at the heavier
weight ranges.
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Model Features.
11/ 13.5 tonne

240PS engine

Low
chassis
height

Steel
bumper

Keyless entry
immobiliser
17
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Drive away today.
How frustrating is it when you have to wait to replace something that’s a key part of your job? Whether it’s a drill, chainsaw,
wheelbarrow or laptop, there are some tools you just can’t live without. We know your truck is no different, which is why
we’ve partnered with some of the UK’s leading bodybuilders to bring you a range of vehicles available at short lead times.
Our ‘Driveaway’ range includes vehicles at 3.5t and 7.5t with a number of our most popular body configurations, from
dropsiders and tippers to boxes and curtainsiders. Discover our Driveaway vehicles today and find out how you can save
your business time and money with an Isuzu truck.
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Driveaway Range.
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3.5 tonne

3.5 tonne

TIPPER

DROPSIDER

Models in this range:
			
N35.125(S) Tipper* | N35.125(T) Tipper* | N35.150(T) Tipper

Models in this range:
				
N35.125(S) Dropside* | N35.125(T) Dropside* | N35.150(T) Dropside

A reliable tipper can quickly become one of your business’s most

Available in two body lengths, our lightweight driveaway dropsiders are

valuable assets. Designed to withstand the rough and tumble of

versatile and reliable, offering our customers the kind of adaptability they

daily life on site, our 3.5t tippers are reliable workmates that can

have come to expect. Landscape gardeners, scaffolders and plant hire

cope with pretty much anything you can throw at them.

companies are already enjoying the benefits of our driveaway dropsiders.

* N35.125(S) - Single rear wheel

* N35.125(S) - Single rear wheel

N35.125(T) - Twin rear wheel

N35.125(T) - Twin rear wheel

Driveaway Range.

3.5 tonne
TIPPER WITH TOOLPOD
Models in this range:

			

N35.125(T) Utilitruck*
The latest vehicle to join our Driveaway range is the 3.5t Utilitruck, which features a lockable toolpod to keep tools and equipment safe.
Suitable for a variety of different applications, our Utilitruck does the job for companies that require a tipper with added security for
equipment throughout the working day.

*N35.125(T) - Twin rear wheel
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Driveaway Range.
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7.5 tonne

7.5 tonne

TIPPER

DROPSIDER

Models in this range:
			
|
N75.150(E) Tipper N75.190(E) Tipper

Models in this range:
			
|
N75.150(E) Dropside N75.190(E) Dropside

The bigger brother of our popular 3.5t tipper, our 7.5t tipper is an efficient and

At 7.5 tonnes, our double dropside bodies give good flexibility for

reliable workhorse with an impressive payload capacity. Its compact design

various transportation requirements and are available in both 150 and

makes it easier to manoeuvre than many other vehicles in its weight range,

190 chassis options. With a payload capacity from 4,000kg, our 7.5

and its automated Easyshift gearbox is designed to minimise driver fatigue.

tonne dropsiders can cope with even the most demanding of loads.

Driveaway Range.
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7.5 tonne

7.5 tonne

BOX

CURTAINSIDER

Models in this range:

			
|
N75.190(E) Box Column N75.190(E) Box Tuckaway

Models in this range:

7.5t Isuzu boxes form the backbone of many of our customers’

Curtainsiders are such a popular choice for our 7.5t customers that we

delivery fleets. Available with column or tuckaway tail lift options,

had to add the model to our Driveaway range. When combined with the

both models have a 5.2 litre, 190PS engine, making them ideal

low chassis height and Easyshift automated gearbox on our N75.190(E)

for mid and longer distance haulage operations.

model, our 7.5t curtainsider is an efficient and reliable performer.

			

N75.190(E) Curtainside Tuckaway
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Companies we work with...
Investing in a new vehicle or fleet of vehicles is a major decision for any business. We work with our customers to build the best trucks for
their operation and nurture key relationships that develop as their business grows. Many of our customers stay with Isuzu for life and come
back time and again when they need new commercial vehicles. Here’s what some of them have to say about us.
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Without doubt,
Isuzu Truck UK
has set themselves
apart by their
overall approach to
customer service
over the years.

“We believe that the Isuzu Grafter Jiffy Banquet is the
perfect addition to our product range, providing us

“The Isuzu 7.5 tonner is the right specification for
us and ideally suits our nationwide branch network

with a reliable base vehicle that can carry the required weight

operation. Most importantly, it gives us an impressive 3 tonne

easily. It’s Euro VI, environmentally friendly and extremely

payload, which we find to be perfect for the distribution

fuel-efficient, with no need for AdBlue. We have found Isuzu

of heavy plant and machinery to our customers. We now

Truck UK to be a manufacturer that is extremely commercially

have 100 Isuzu’s in the fleet and that milestone is a clear

minded with first class communications. We have developed

demonstration of our faith and trust in Isuzu at this GVW.

an excellent working relationship with them in such a short

Without doubt, Isuzu Truck UK has set themselves apart by

time and they fully understand that our customers work five

their overall approach to customer service over the years.

days a week, requiring fast turnaround for servicing and

Generally, getting good quality after sales service to support

repairs. The experienced nationwide Isuzu Truck dealer

our fleet is challenging at times, however this is not the case

network also gives us the highest level of aftermarket back up

with Isuzu. Their CARE programme leads the field by far and

that we need for the long-term support of our customers.”

is one of the major reasons why our relationship with them
has flourished over the past 10 years.”

John Briggs - Managing Director of Jiffy Trucks
26

Martin O’Neill - National Fleet & Logistics Manager
of HSS Hire Group
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“I think we must have been one of the first
operators of Isuzu trucks here in the UK and our

“We undertook considerable due diligence to identify
that the payload afforded us by switching to the

manufacturers about our future fleet requirements

two businesses have grown successfully together over the

bigger GVW Isuzus would enable us to operate less vehicles

but overall, in terms of payload and efficiency, we felt that the

last 18 years or more. With over 18 years’ experience of

in total, whilst also increasing our efficiency in distribution

Isuzu would give us the best options. This has been proven

the Isuzu Truck brand, we recognise that it is an extremely

through the increased payload achieved. At the same time,

over the four years that we have been operating them. Today

good product with industry leading payload and most

the Isuzu’s compact footprint enables them to easily deliver to

as our business has expanded, so too has our requirement

importantly, consistent and effective backup. We believe that

all the same places as the vans… By switching to Isuzu 7.5t

to move up the weight range for our distribution vehicles.

this customer support is as good or better than any other

rigids, we have been able to achieve the minimum payload

The first Isuzu 13.5 tonne rigid has just started working for us

commercial vehicle manufacturer in the business.”

of 2.8 tonnes that makes this operation viable, as we need

and this vehicle allows us to provide a far more efficient and

to carry at least two kitchens and two remedials within each

economical daily delivery service by using the spacious multi-

Isuzu for this new distribution operation to be successful.”

compartment specification for frozen, chilled and ambient
products in one truck.”

Mac Engledew - Director of Recovery World
Lee Holmes - Head of Transport of Wren Kitchens
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“Back in 2016, we talked to several truck

Tomohiro Nakayama -

Head of Logistics &
Supply Chain Operations
of Japan Centre Group
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Aftersales...
Receiving your new Isuzu truck is just the beginning of your relationship with us. Our comprehensive
aftersales solutions cover servicing, parts and, in the unlikely event that you should need our help, 24/7
roadside assistance, which is available all year round. All of our new trucks come with a three year unlimited
mileage warranty, backed by our extensive, nationwide dealer network for ultimate peace of mind.
To find out more about our aftersales solutions, visit isuzutruck.co.uk/aftersales

Repair & Maintenance...
Our Repair and Maintenance (R&M) contracts offer total peace of mind for both large fleet operators and smaller
businesses. R&M contracts take the hassle out of managing your vehicles’ regular services, inspections and repairs.
With three different packages available over a term that best suits you and your business, our R&M contracts are
designed to save you valuable time and effort that would otherwise be spent managing your vehicle(s).
Terms and Conditions apply. Please visit our website for more information.
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3 year unlimited mileage warranty.
We are proud to offer one of the most
comprehensive warranty packages in
the commercial vehicle industry. As
long as your truck is maintained to

Customer
Care.

our recommended guidelines, you will
receive total peace of mind for the first
three years of its life.

Customer Care is at the heart of our business. Developed in
1996 by Isuzu Truck UK founder, Nikki King, our CARE (Customer
facing; Always listening; Reliable & trustworthy; Efficient and

24 hour emergency assistance.
We know that great customer care
is most effective at stressful times,
such as in the unlikely event of a
vehicle breakdown. As part of our
three year warranty package you will
be automatically registered with Isuzu
Assist, our 24/7 roadside assistance
service, to help you get back on the
road as quickly as possible.
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friendly) programme is still a key driver within the business and
our network to this day. As an Isuzu truck customer, you will have
access to all the benefits of our comprehensive customer Care
programme from the day your new truck goes on the road.
We pride ourselves on building great working relationships with
our customers, to ensure they have the best possible experience
as an Isuzu truck owner. When you join the CARE programme
you will be allocated your own dedicated Customer Liaison
Executive, who will contact you throughout your truck’s warranty
period to ensure you are happy with both its performance and
the service you receive from our dealer network.

ire Purchase.

inance Lease.

perating Lease.
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A finance plan for you.
All of our vehicles are available to purchase on finance, with a number of different plans designed to suit you and your business. To find out more about
our flexible finance options, please speak to your local Isuzu truck dealer. You can find them using our dealer locator at isuzutruck.co.uk/dealers

Operating Lease.

Finance Lease.

An Operating Lease is a hire contract between you and Isuzu Truck Finance.

A Finance Lease is also a hire contract between you and Isuzu Truck Finance. In this case Isuzu

The rentals are calculated upon the estimated depreciation of the truck

Truck Finance agrees to purchase the truck you have selected from Isuzu and hire it to you for an

over the hire period. At the end of the contract, once all obligations have been

agreed period of time. Typically, the initial cost will be lower than other forms of credit and the rental

met, you return the truck with no further payments required.

payments thereafter will be evenly spread across an agreed term, often referred to as the primary term.
At the end of the primary term, you may continue to use the truck in return for an annual fixed rental

Hire Purchase.
Hire Purchase, commonly known as Lease Purchase, is a hire contract with

or alternatively you may sell the truck as agent of Isuzu Truck Finance and retain the bulk of the sale
proceeds by way of a rebate of rentals.

the cost of the truck repaid in full over an agreed term. Full VAT is payable
on signing, which Isuzu Truck Finance will accept as a deposit. Once all the

Contract Hire.

payments and the option to purchase fee have been made, title of the truck

Contract Hire offers businesses a smart, seamless package whereby all of your costs for running

will pass to you. For tax purposes, you are deemed to be the owner of the

the vehicle are covered in a single monthly payment. The monthly rental excludes driver costs, fuel

truck and can therefore claim against capital allowances.

and insurance but by adding on Isuzu’s Repair and Maintenance Agreement, subject to terms and
conditions, the contract package can include all servicing, maintenance, tyres and administration.
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Dealer
Network.
Whether you want to view a new truck, arrange a service or buy
genuine parts, our dedicated dealer network is ready to help.
With over 60 Isuzu sites located in key areas throughout the UK,
you’re never far from an Isuzu technician who has been trained
to the highest standards. Many of our workshops have extended
opening hours to ensure greater flexibility when servicing your
Isuzu truck.
To find your nearest Isuzu truck dealer, 				
visit isuzutruck.co.uk/dealers
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Isuzu Truck (UK) Limited, Isuzu House, 164 Great North Road, Hatfield, Hertfordshire AL9 5JN
Tel: 01707 282930 · FAX: 01707 282931

www.isuzutruck.co.uk

